by Dave Frankel.

Brief White Interlude for University of Puget Sound Campus

Reagan
Delivers
Economic
Prescription
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President
Reagan told the nation and congress
last night that action must be taken
immediately to curb inflation and
right the American economy.
In a nationally televised speech
that was frequently interrupted by
applause, Reagan proposed a more
than 41 billion dollar cutback in
federal spending in fiscal year 1982
and a 30 percent tax cut that spans
four years.
Reagan emphasized that his
economic package merely lowers
the rate of increase in spending and
taxing.
He also stressed that his administration will continue to fulfill
obligations that he said "spring from
the national conscience." That
means, according to the President,
that the truly needy will still get
government assistance.
Please Turn to Page 3, Column 1

Hoops...

Loggers Whip Wildcats 88-65. Story
on page 10. Photo by Greg Bulkley.
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ERA Picketers Protest Schlafly
By Amy Noble
Students and community
members alike joined together last
Thursday night for a march and
demonstration in support of the
Equal Rights Amendment. Occuring
prior to a debate which was to take
place between Phyllis Schlafly, National Chairman of the Stop ERA
Group, and Karen De Crowe, former
President of the National Organization for Women, in the Pacific
Lutheran University auditorium, the
ordeal attracted numerous speakers
and leaders of various feminist
groups. These noted participants
were distinguishable by the green
bows adorning their clothing, and
were joined in the Piggly Wiggly
parking lot on 123rd and Pacific by
enthusiastic followers carrying signs
and candles. The candles, according
to Jayne Anderson, area organizer in
support of the ERA, were "symbolic
of our vigil."
The group began its march
towards P.L.U. with approximately
twenty-five members-young and
old, male and female-singing and
chanting their support for and approval of the ERA. The group grew in
size, gaining an additional ten participants by the time they reached
Park Avenue where they eagerly
began to picket up and down the
sidewalk, taking care not to
demonstrate on private property,
but continuing to sing and chant until the dabate began.
Passersby's attention was attracted by the commotion and they
offered both support and opposition
to the group as horns honked in
response to a sign which read "Honk
if you support ERA," and obscenities
were yelled by passing motorists.
The reaction of those going through

the line to enter the auditorium was
also mixed; some appeared annoyed
by the presence of the group, but
others smiled and gave encouragement to the demonstrators.
In addition to Ms.Anderson, who
was also the liaison in connection
with the protest at the Mormon
Church in Seattle, other noted participants included representatives
from the NOW organization, the
Pierce County and the Washington
State Women's Political Caucus, the
ERA Action Line, and the Vice-

Related stories pages 2,4
President of the Coalition of Labor
Union Women, Washington State.
Other marchers of interest included
a woman who had been jailed as a
result of her participation in the protest on November 17, at the Mormon
Tabernacle in Seattle and who was
accompanied by her husband for the
demonstration, a young child who
dutifully carried a sign and marched
with his mother, calling added attention to the both of them, and a few

additional men who expressed their
relief in and support for the passage
of the Equal Rights Amendment.
The march and demonstration
both were covered by the 10:00 news
as well as various other reporters,
and cameras flashed throughout the
duration of the event. Also showing
an interest in this show of allegiance
to the ERA was the University's Cam3US Security, whose members were
conspicuously present in their
yellow attire, both on foot and in
vehicle, dutifully keeping an eye on
the situation to ensure the
demonstration did not get out of
hand.
As the time for the debate drew
near, and the anticipation of the
group rose, the chants and songs
became a bit louder and more
spirited, until they disbanded to
move inside to listen to the debate
and offer their support and agreement to Miss DeCrowe. Although
most of the marchers attended the
debate, some refused to go inside
and listen, claiming they could not
"stomach what she (Phyllis Schlafly)
had to say."
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Strength and body of mind are sacrificed to libertine
notions of beauty, to the desire of establishing
themselves, - the only way women can rise in the
world, - by marriage. And this desire making mere
animals of them, when they marry they act as such
children may be expected to act: - they dress, they
paint, and nickname God's creatures. Can they be expected to govern a family with judgment, or take care
of the poor babes whom they bring into the world?
—Mary Wollstonecraft, 1792

ERA Demonstration:

Editor Amazed
By Comment
by Lisa Martin
I attended, for the first time in my
life, a pro-ERA demonstration last
week. I was amazed at the conglomeration of women standing
together, chanting, holding posters,
lighting candles. Old women,
middle-aged women, and the young
all formed what appeared to be an
immediate bond. And yes, there
were a few men also, and children
with excited eyes. It was refreshing
to see the unity, the smiles of immediate friendship and sameness of
interests; but even more refreshing
was the deep' seriousness and
dedication which these individuals
displayed in their protest against the
anti-ERA position of Phyllis Schlafly.
The one comment Schalfly made
which I found particularly amazing
was that if the average income of
women ever equalled that of men,
we "would have succeeded in wiping out motherhood." Paraphrase: if
women are granted equality of opportunity in the job market
motherhood will die.
This argument is not only illogical

(it presupposes that women should
be solely responsible for childrearing; what about fatherhood?),
but it also negates any ideal of free
choice for all individuals. If a
woman does not wish to raise a family, the principles and practices of
this country should grant her the
same employment opportunities as
any man. Likewise, if a woman
wishes to have a career and raise a
family (that is a choice being made
by more and more individuals), that
opportunity should also be
available. To deny this would be to
essentially claim that a woman's
chief obligation to society is
motherhood. Motherhood is not an
obligation to be fulfilled through the
denial of equal opportunity;
motherhood is an individual, not
societal, choice.
I had a good time at the
demonstration: the experience was
rewarding. It was great to see that
there are still individuals making
claim to the ideals of equality in opportunity and free choice.
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Censorship:
Thoughts Restricted by
Book Ban

By Agnes Miller
Reprinted from the Daily Evergreen(Western Washington University)
February II, 1981
A group of old people stand in a parking lot. It is an inky black night.
They form a circle around a pile of books, pour on lighter fluid, add a
match and flames dart into the darkness. They watch until textbook
after textbook is consumed, and nothing is left but a lump of ashes.
This bizarre episode happened in Warsaw, Ind., after a school board
there banned the text book "Values Clarification", and gave the book
to a group of senior citizens.
"Values Clarification" was the text used in an elective in which
students discussed marijuana, divorce, and premarital sex. The school
board ended the class, banned the books, fired three teachers and
dropped nine literature classes!
William Chapel, a member of the board, said: "The bottom line is:
Who will control the mind of the students?" A question that raises
another: is mind control an objective of American high schools?
In the U.S. censorship has been on the rise for the past ten years and
the targets have been high schools.
In Idaho Falls, a school book review committee voted 21 to 1 to ban
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest." The ban came about after one
parent objected to the language in the book.
In New York and Indiana, courts ruled schools can ban vulgar books
as long as officials are not imposing a "rigid orthodoxy" or suppressing
an entire body of ideas. One judge involved with the case wanted a
trial to see if the school board was condemning ideas as well as books.
The censorship craze is upsurging, said Judith Krug, director of the
American Library Association's Office for Intellectual Freedom; from
three to five episodes a week to just as many in a day.
This fear of books is putting a chain around free thought and
originality. Creativity and imagination are throttled in the grips of this
paranoia, and mind control may be the ultimate plan of the axe
wielding school boards.
What could they be thinking when they ban such literary greats as
Aldous Huxley's "Brave New World," Joseph Heller's "Catch 22,"
"Slaughterhouse Five" by Kurt Vonnegut Jr., "Catcher in the Rye" by
J.D. Salinger, and Mark Twain's "Tom Sawyer"?
Ideas are challenging and exciting, not something to be feared.
Hindering young peoples' resources and imaginations could result in a
dark age for art, politics and morality.

Omaha School Burns
the Bad
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - Students at a
private Omaha school watched as
their principal set fire to a pile of
books including an issue of National
Geographic and Batman comic
books.
They are distractions that could
"hinder Christian lives," said the
Rev. Lars Wessberg, principal of
Omaha Christian School.
Also thrown into the flames Thursday were Daffy Duck comics, a
record album cover showing the
group "Animals," and a book called
"50 True Tales of Terror."
Wessberg said he considered his
action "symbolic" and said pupils
brought material to be burned.
The principal quoted from the Bible as the books burned, reading

from the Book of Acts: "And not a
few of them that practiced magical
arts brought their books together
and burned them in the sight of all."
Wessberg added, "I believe as a
Christian school we have a responsibility to uphold Christian values in
every area of life."
One student, Randy Ham, 15,
Louisville, said he brought nothing
to burn because he owned no
material he considered distracting.
"But I think this is a good idea,"
the boy said. "You can't live for God
if you are not dedicated."
About 130 students watched the
burning. The school is run by the independent Marshall Drive Baptist
Church.

"Why have such scores of lovely, gifted
girls married impossible men?"
—Robert Graves

[-Ctrirtrs
Who Cares?
To the Editor:
What if they held an election and
nobody ran?
Jamie Elenbaas

Efficiency the
Best Policy
To the Editors,
I was deeply offended by the
editorial entitled "Poor Policy Caused Iranian Situation." Would that
the Editors had confined themselves
to stating truisms.
A bad policy indeed was the cause
of the Iranian situation—the weak
and blind policy of the Carter Administration, which did nothing to
prepare for a situation which they
had been advised was imminent. We
need not concern ourselves with the

from Page
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late Shah or his bloody tactics to
condemn the barbaric act of terrorism which our citizens were subjected to.
It is commendable to envision and
work towards an ethical foreign
policy which embodies the principles of our constitution-commendable. but naive. The simple but sad fact is that much of the
world is composed of people who
are not as civilized as we are.
"Morality" and "Ethics" do not exist for governments; only varying
degrees of pragmatically applied
force and supplication, masked by a
facade of propaganda spewed forth
by those in power.
In this case, the U.S. chose the option of supplication, ostensibly to
promote our public relations image
as the "virtuous, patient good-guy;"
but only after a bungled attempt at
the use o4 force.
The Editors grudgingly admit
that"the hostages were wronged."
Great! However, the prevailing tone
of their column implies that the act
of hostage-taking is somehow excused because of past wrongs suffered
by the Iranians. This is a dangerous
precedent.
Furthermore, I fail to see the
hypocrisy in the TNT editorial,
which I read. The United States
should allow hostages to die if
necessary before submitting to
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blackmail; the security of 225
million is more important than that
of 52. Both diplomats and embassy
guards understand the potential
danger of their jobs. Reagan correctly assessed the Iranian captors as
barbarians; and by all means we
should deport Iranian students who
are here illegally, receiving education at our taxpayers' expense, and
demonstrating their affiliation with
mad dogs who call for the death of
our country.
As for El Salvador, what of it?
Shall we bolster a repressive dictator
who provides some stability for his
people (however slim), or allow the
insurgents to topple his government,
to the great dismay of all parties involved? Under which Iranian dictator was there more prosperity,
Miss Martin? How many deaths can
be attributed tp Khomeini during his
short reign, Mr. Harvey?
In closing, let us not forget that
were it not for the "unethical exploitation" and imperialism rampant
in our history, it is unlikely that we
would be in a position to argue the
relative merits of any foreign policy
polemic.
I sympathize with your dream; but
incredible as it may seem, in 1981,
good guys still finish last.
Sincerely,
James J. Benedetto

Oppression of
the Wealthy?
To The Editors:

In response to Mr. Owing Saffel's
letter, "Work/Study: No Equal Opportunity," I would like to say that I
was truly shocked to discover just
how horribly oppressed the wealthy,
"straight ticket" students on the UPS
campus are. According to Mr. Saffel,
these students are not only being
denied the opportunity to function.,
in one of those "neat" work/study
roles (for $3.35/hr.) but, by being
denied the right to hold T.A. positions, are even being forced into a
state of total academic lethargy in
which they forget everything they
have ever learned in their classes.
Oppressed, wealthy students of UPS,
don't sit back and allow what has
happened to Mr. Saffel happen to
you too. Before this miserable, wretched plight reaches your doorstep,
give away ALL of your money and
apply for financial aid.'
Al Copolillo

Reagan Continues with Prescription

For example, retirees will receive
full social security benefits with
cost-of-living increases...but some
add-on social security programs
—such as student aid — will be trimmed.
Reagan also proposed to save
money by eliminating fraud and
waste in federal programs. He said
fraud now costs the taxpayers an
estimated 25 billion dollars a year.

Reagan won a long ovation when he
promised an attack on what he called the "unrelenting national scandal
of fraud and waste."
Reagan called for bipartisan support for his economic package. The
President told assembled lawmakers
"I want it to be our plan."
That call for bipartisan support
got a long ovation...to which Reagan
said — "I should have arranged to

Speech Team Outspeaks
By Mark Turner
the Rest
Team work paid off as the UPS
Speech team ran away with a
sweepstakes victory at the Western
Speech Communication Association
in San Jose California last weekend.
After three days of rigorous debating
and speaking, the Logger debaters
were awarded one of four school
honor awards for the tournament.
Propelled by the outstanding performance of the freshman members,
UPS was given the junior honor
award for piling up more cumulative
team points than the other 46 universities representing the West Coast
and Midwest. The freshman debate
team of Bernie Pratt and Bob Wise
fought its way through tough competition to the final round, where
they took second place against Northern Idaho on a 2-1 decision.
UPS also did very well in the individual speaking events. Extemporaneous speaking found Bernie
Pratt and Mark Turner in the final
round; Bernie took tiro nlace with

all three judges giving her a perfect
score, while Mark was named a
finalist. Other finalists were Gary
Long in Senior Persuasion, and Bob
Wise in After Dinner Speaking. Two
semi-finalists were named: Isabelle
Bauman in Expository Speaking, and
Mark Turner in Junior Persuasion.
Many thought this year was to be
a rebuilding period for UPS Debate,
as the team lost many of its upperclassmen. Dr. Kris Davis has
skillfully molded a very young squad
into an experienced and winning
team. The excellent showing this
year at San Jose, and other big wins
at Gonzaga and the University of
Oregon has made the UPS debate
team a respected and feared contender in the Northwest. The team is
hoping to finish out the year in winning form at Western Washington
University and possible the Pi Kappa
Delta National Tournament in Tennessee

quit right there."
Right after Reagan's speech...the
expected dissent began to appear.
Senator Robert Byrd said (on N-B-C
T V) that Democrats will not support
-

Reagan's proposals for across the
board tax cuts. He indicated the party will have its own proposal which,
as he put it, "will not favor the high
income people disproportionately to
the low income people." Generally,
Democrats are taking a cautious attitude toward the proposals...promising not to be obstructionists but
vowing to scrutinize the Reagan
package carefully. The Democrats
seem to be particularly zeroing in
on the tax cut. House Domocratic
leader Jim Wright says the tax cut
proposal is "sort of a blunderbuss

approach" that would lead to higher
deficits and higher inflation.
The key legislative fight may well
be procedural in whether the Reagan
package will be considered as a
whole...or cut up into component
parts.
Republicans in congress were
quick yesterday to hail President
Reagan's economic package as the
most sweeping since the New Deal.
Republican William Roth of
Delaware says the Reagan tax and
budget cuts will give the American
people a chance to fight inflation.
South Carolina's Strom Thurmond
applauded Reagan's proposals...but
said taxes should be cut even more
than the proposed 30 percent over
four years.
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Hostile Crowd Hoots Schlafly
By Amy Noble
An enthusiastic and vocal crowd
attended the somewhat intense
debate between Karen DeCrowe,
former President of the National
Organization for Women and Phyllis
Schlafly, the National Chairman for
the Stop ERA organization, held last
Thursday in the auditorium of
Pacific Lutheran University. The majority of the large crowd attracted
by the debate, and certainly the
most demonstrative segment, seemed to be in favor of and showed
loyal support for Miss DeCrowe and
her point of view concerning the
ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment. Mrs. Schlafly was not
without her followers, however, and
did occasionally receive support
from the audience throughout the
debate.
The anxious crowd in the packed
Univerisity auditorium was kept
waiting past the scheduled time for
the debaters to appear, amid a
recitation and chants from the supporters of the ERA. This group grew
quite vocal and gained participation
from the audience, most of which
began clapping in unison, until
quieted by the appearance of the
speakers and the onset of the
debate. The evening was organized
such that each speaker would have a

CLASSIFIED

ten minute period in which to present her point of view followed by a
five minute rebuttal period for each
debator. This in turn was followed
by a question and answer period,
originally scheduled for one-half
hour, but later extended to accommodate the eager audience.
Mrs. Schlafly, a lawyer from the
state of Illinois, began the debate by
saying that the Equal Rights Amendment was a thing of the past, which
had substantial support "when most
of you were ten years old," but was
now dead. She claimed it is a fraud
and will not do what its supporters
claim it will, but will cause every law
in the country to be entirely sex
neutral. The negative aspects of this,
according to Mrs. Schlafly, include a
sex neutral draft registration, requiring females to be involved in combat, the outlawing of same-sex
schools and colleges, and the ending
of related sex discriminatory groups
such as fraternities and sororities,
Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, and
sports teams which consist of all the
same sex. Passage of the ERA, she
said, would be "like passing a blank
check for the Supreme Court to interpret." This would transfer the
authority for a great deal of
decision-making and enforcement
rights from state governments to the

Federal government, giving it more
to do when they are "not doing a
good job with what they have now."
In her opening statement, Miss
DeCrowe, also a lawyer, but residing
in California, claimed that the ERA
was introduced when our grandmothers were ten and promised the
amendment would be a part of
American society before our
daughters were ten years old. Miss
DeCrowe told the audience there
were thousands of laws which
discriminate on the basis of sex and
that it is impossible to deal effectively with each on an individual
basis. The ERA will correct these,
supporters claim, and they have until June 30, 1982 to get the Equal
Rights Amendment into the United
States Constitution. The ERA is a
"bread and butter issue" says Miss
DeCrowe, its emphasis being on the
economic equality between the
sexes. She cited figures showing the
vast differences in average annual
wages of men from women and
stated that Social Security payments
are just as inadequate, with retirement payments for women being forty per cent of the amount allocated
to men.
Receiving an uproar of laughter,
Mrs. Schlafly stated during her
rebuttal period that if the average in-

UPS Might Host S. African Student
By Leslie Taylor and Tina Ybarra
UPS and ASUPS are combining
their efforts to sponsor the education of a black South African student
in response to a letter received from
Harvard University President Derek
Bok in October inviting this university to participate in a program that
enables South African students to
study in the United States. The oro-

gram, organized by the International
Institute of Education (11E), is trying
to alleviate the educational deprivation South African students enLIBERTARIAN PARTY is having a
counter. Under the policy of aparregular business meeting. Anyone
theid, the legal discriminaton
interested is invited to attend. Conagainst blacks and other non-whites,
cord Room. Ramada Inn. Sunday,
black students find themselves in
Feb. 22 at 4:00 pm. Further info,
what Bok calls "a segregated and
call 472-8771.
grossly unequal education system"
that severely limits their educational
opportunities and hinders them in
obtaining important positions. The
Educational Opportunities Committee for South Africa has defined certain fields of study where there are
the greatest job opportunities for
blacks in South Africa but the fewest
opportunities. Three of those fields
(science, business administration,
and economics) are offered at this
university.
UPS' monetary obligations to the
student consists of committing full
support (tuition, room and board,
books). These financial needs will be
met in two ways. First, the university
has committeed itself to pay one
half of the students needs while the
other half of the money will be rais"There's Only One Parkland S orts Center"
ed by the UPS South African Student
Exchange Committee, appointed by
Mon—Sat
ASUPS. The committee will be raisI0-9
ing funds in conjunction with the
Layaways
participation of various organizations on campus who are volunteerWelcome
11122 PACIFIC AVENUE TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98444 LE 1-650 1 ing their assistance. Additionally,
60 Watt car stereo power amp
Excellent cond., $40
BOB x4006
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come of women ever equaled that of
men, we "will have succeeded in
wiping out motherhood." She also
commented that Washington had no
discriminatory laws, and we should
quit worrying about other states'
business. The ERA, says Mrs. Schlafly, is an "attack on the family and on
the states' rights against the Federal
government."
Miss DeCrowe commented on the
draft issue in her rebuttal, stating
that if young women have the
freedom of choice concerning
military service, why shouldn't
young men? She does not feel that
either sex should be drafted, and
that a chromosonal difference
should not be the deciding factor.
When asked why she was taking
and defending her particular point
of view, Miss DeCrowe informed the
audience that as an attorney, she has
seen the results c` sexual discrimination and feels ti e country sorely
needs the ERA to end such
discrimination whip h at present is
legal. In responding to the same
question, Mrs. Schlafly stated
that the ERA is "the most destructive piece of legislation ever
passed." She is willing to make the
sacrifices necessary for the fight to
destroy the amendment, which she
feels is just about won.

the committee will be approaching
various firms and interest groups in
the community who might be interested in contributing their financial support.
The program originally sponsored
six students who were placed at
various American universities in
1979; ten more students participated

in the 1980-81 academic year. For
1981-82 that number has swelled to
thirty students one half who will be
graduate students while the other
half will be sophomore or junior
transfer students. All will be required to meet the admission standards of the host universities.
Universities such as Harvard,
Princeton, Cornell, Brown, and Northwestern have already committed
full support to one or more students.
By joining this program to sponsor a
South African student, UPS, like the
other institutions, has the opportunity to reach beyond the campus.
Anyone interested in active participation in this program should
contact any of the following people:
co-advisors, Associate Dean of
Students Jerome Mayfield (x3360),
Dr. Pris Regan (x3175), or Executive
Vice-President of ASUPS Slim
Hubert (x3272), Senator Bryn Lane
(x3272), or Chairperson of the committee, Tinamarie Ybarra (x3118).
Also, read the Tattler for more
details.
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Sam Shepard: On His Art and At Large
By Paul Grondahl
There's a definite quality to admire, a certain kind of class, about
Sam Shepard. He's won nearly every award our American stage can offer a playwright, including the Pulitzer Prize for his 1979 play, Buried
Child. The critical praise for the 38-year-old has been thunderous,
especially of late, and Shepard carries the stamp of "exciting
playwright." He has also embarked on an acting career, appearing in
Days of Heaven and currently starring in the first-run film Resurrection.
You might say that Sam Shepard is a very hot item right now.
What is this young, creative, modern genius doing these days? Well,
about a week ago he trekked to the Northwest Drama Conference at
the Oregon College of Education, in Monmouth. Currently in a
"hiatus" as a writer, he hopped in his old, beaten pickup and drove 675
miles from his Marin County, California home to address a gathering
of some 150 Shepard enthusiasts.
Shepard stands about six-foot-two and is thin and laconic in demeanor. He wore plain blue jeans, corn cowboy boots, and a black,
Western-style turtleneck under a light brown leather jacket.. He quietly sidestepped the miked podium, gazing intently at the floor, and
dropping himself into a chair, stretching his legs comfortably out in
front of him before the expectant crowd.
"I'm not really a lecturer by any stretch of the
imagination...because I really don't have a hard and fast subject I
could sustain a speech on," the sallow-looking Shepard shrugged off in
an aw-shucks tone. "I'd just like to open it up for questions," he invited, pulling his medium-length, lank brown hair back from the
uneasy face it framed.
The guy writes great drama, but he sure wasn't creating it in the
sterile auditorium. It took a while for Shepard and the audience to
warm up. But gradually both did. The following samplings of the
question-and-answer session were spoken with simple honesty and occasional humor.

I've heard it said that you don't rewrite your material. Do you go
back and polish your plays, and if so, how?
I think everything depends on the material. Maybe you don't want
to polish it; maybe it needs to be rough. To be true to the material
means you have to enter it completely and there's no formula for that
which says you get to a certain point and then you start to polish it.
Know what I mean? Every play is necessarily different so you have to

honor its difference, it uniqueness. If it doesn't conform to the last
thing you did, that's it character. And each time you do it it's different.
Does that make any sense? You know I can't see applying a straightacross-the-board formula to writing plays The important thing is to
respect its individuality and to see what it's asking for.

How do you go about writing a play, basically?
You're in a relationship between you and the material. You have to
respond to the rhythms and the things that it's telling you. And there's
a big difference between just hearing and really listening. You have to
open up to it. If you're closed off to it and say 'Okay, now I want you
to run this way,' you're closing of certain potentials for the material to
tell you what kind of rhythms and feelings and things it wants to express. In other words, you invite it into yourself and the more of an
open invitation you make, the more possibilities—musically and
everything else—are going to occur. I definitely have an aim, but I can't
articulate it.

How do you get started on writing a new play?
There is usually a pattern that begins with a period of deep frustration that goes on quite a while—sometimes it is short—and then that
breaks. That kind of tension breaks and the thing is ready to start. I've
never been in a situation when it just (snap of fingers) starts. The bottom line of playwriting is suffering. But when it's sailing along it's like
riding a wild horse. Ther's nothing like it.

Do you write about things that have happened to you and that
you've felt?
If a real feeling is expressed, it has to mean that it's present, that
you've somehow felt it. Like in the great musicians you can hear the
ones who are really feeling and the ones who are just imitating. If it's
really felt, its power is undeniable.

I read an article about you inEsquire and they said you were the best
playwright in the country and that your plays are very difficult to
understand and that most people didn't understand them and they
wondered if you understood them. Have you read that article?
No. I mean the whole question to me is what does understanding
mean. Understanding what? What do people mean when they say they
don't understand a piece of work? What element are they looking for
to understand? Do they mean it doesn't fit into their idea of theatre or
that it doesn't make sense in terms of the way they live their life and
Please Turn to Page 6

"Born Yesterday" Amuses at the Rep
By Paul Grondahl
Carson Kanin's first play, Born
Yesterday, was a smash hit on Broad-

way thirty-five years ago. The names
have changed since then, but
Kanin's work embodies a simple
humor and timeless satire that
speaks amusingly — if not quite as
strongly anymore — to a 1981 audience. The Seattle Repertory
Theater production of this fullyAmerican celebration is a charged
and entertaining effort.
Kanin's world is that immediately
following World War II. His optomistic message is that the individual can be effective at overcoming, via good intentions, corrupt, powerful, special-interest
groups represented by a ruthless
millionaire like Harry Brock. If they
take a firm stand, anyone can make
a difference, even a nasal-voiced,
naive airhead like the protagonist
Billie Dawn.
Brock (Ric Mancini) arrives in
Washington, D.C., to toss a few bills
into the open hands of senators and
congressmen, mainly Sen. Hedges
(Glen Mazen) who has already
received a cool eighty grand.
Harry wants laws and regulations
eliminated so he can ply his
junkman trade in the form of an In-

ternational cartel. The beastial
manipulator has bought his way into
the whole situation: the unethical
lawyer-advisor Ed Devery (Lowry
Miller), the newspaperman-turnedtutor to dumb Billie, Paul Verrall
(John Procaccino), and his shadowservant, Eddie Brock (Allen Nause)
are all at the mercy of Harry's fat
wallet.
But it's just a matter of time
before those with character and
honest intentions blow the whistle
on the pudgy, pugilistic peddler of
junk. Verrall brings the Idealism and
worldliness of a liberal political
writer to his educating of Billie.
Gradually, these newly-spawned notions gain momentum and Harry and
his corrupt cronies are dealt a swift
metaphorical boot where it hurts
and forced off Capitol Hill with their
scheming.
The play revolves around the
mounting conflict between the two
lead characters of Harry and his
mistress Billie. In the original production these roles were played by
Judy Holliday and Paul Douglas. The
Rep has cast their lot with Ric Mancini and Nora McLellan. Both do
tight, detailed work. They create a
delightfully alive relationship, but

both characterizations border on the
excessive. Mancini exudes a special
energy with his arrogant, rapid-fire
delivery. McLellan can handle the
range of being brash and sexy, and at
the same time, naive and vulnerable.
As Verrall, Procaccino is excessively slick and preppy. His work
is external, lacking the fullness of an
internal quality. Glenn Mazen,
Lowry Miller, Susan Ludlow and
Allen Nause create confident, con-

vincing roles.

M. Burke Walker is responsible for
directorial chores on this simple,
entertaining product
As usual,
the Rep has outdone ,belf on lavish
technical aspects. James Leonard
Joy designed the set and Laura Crow.
the costumes.
Born Yesterday continues at the

Seattle Center Playhouse through
March 6. Ticket information can be
obtained by calling 447-4764.
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Shepard is Simply Fantastic
Continued from Page 5
the way they perceive the news or reality or whatever you want to call
it? What does it actually mean? It's never questioned; it's just taken as
this sort of given: 'the play is hard to understand.' Nobody ever goes
into what that means.
It's this article too they said you wrote a lot of your plays when you
were on drugs. And that you were now in Marin County trying to figure
out what you did right.

It's incredible the way these stories get started, you know. I never in
my life wrote a play on drugs. Really. I have taken drugs, but I never
wrote a play while on drugs because I find it impossible. Who wants to
write a play when you're stoned? Why write? I could never do it. I
could never function at the typewriter.
What is your purpose for writing a play?
It's not a nihilistic act. There are a lot of things behind it. I don't just

get off by writing plays; that's not the purpose. There are many purposes behind it. One of them is to have a dialogue, to open a stream,
with people who are maybe moving in similar directions and to make a
counter-influence if you want to call it that. I want to open up new
possibilities in a public way. I'm interested in an anti-drama — going
against the trend.
I really enjoyed the filmDays of Heaven. What kind of experience
was it to act in that?
You don't know what kind of suffering someone has to go through
to make an important film, one with integrity. And it is a good film.

There are fights that take place with the producer, studios and
whatever because everyone is out for the quick buck now. I enjoyed
doing Days of Heaven. It was filmed on location in Alberta which
everybody from Texas would recognize immediately. It wouldn't fool
them for a minute. It's awesome country. One interesting thing I think
about Alberta is that it has the highest suicide rate in Canada. It's vast,
huge, open country. In early days when it was first settled people
would set up a little cabin near an abandoned cabin that was left there
because people couldn't stand the loneliness. The people who set up
this new cabin would go down and put up a lantern in the abandoned
cabin so at night they could look out and see it like...that just really
strikes me about that country. It's so huge; it's like being on the ocean.
What do you think of the film Ressurection?

I don't think it is a good movie. I don't like it. I think it's just a

Hollywood version of a faith healer. It didn't serve the material. The
editing, color, et cetera was just poor. I think it was overly sentimental.
Who are some of the major influences on your work?

I've been influenced by a lot of people. It would take a long time to
list all my influences. More anything that gave me an initial spark was
'60s jazz. I wanted to capture its rhythm. I was a rough musician. I
didn't have any technique. I turned to this thing, this writing thing. And
I began to develop a style very much related to the jazz music coming
out of the'60s.
With about 25 minutes remaining in the scheduled Shepard session,
an unkempt looking guy with hair well over his shoulders entered the
room — very '60s indeed. Shepard bolts out of his chair, embraces him
and promptly ends the session. Upon leaving, the playwright-actormusician informs us that the newcomer was a member of the Holy
Modal Rounders, a highly experimental, avant-garde band that formed
in the '60s on New York's east side and whom Shepard played drums
for. He hasn't seen this guy in years and they have alot to talk about.
Sam Shepard's play Buried Child — for which he won the 1979
Pulitzer Prize in Drama — will take the boards of the Inside Theatre
beginning March 13.
Shepard, heralded as an exciting, prolific and brilliant young
playwright, probes deep into the disintegration of the American
Dream. His vision of the American family is one in desperate decline.
Set in a squalid Illinois farm house, the family struggles with suppressed violence and an unease born of deep-seated unhappiness and guilt.
Tom Somerville directs the UPS theatre production which was
granted special permission by Mr. Shepard and his agent in allowing it
to be performed here. Students Jeanette DeJong and Faye Jackson
assist.
The cast includes Eric Anderson as the grandfather Dodge, Lynda
Czajkowska as his wife Hallie, W. Houston Dougharty as their son
Tilden, Kurt Stripling as their one-legged son Bradley, Byron Gangnes
as their long-absent grandson Vince, Marianne Simpson as Vince's
girlfriend Shelly, and Mark Melin as Father Dewis.
Buried Child will be performed March 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 27 and 28 in
the Inside Theatre, Jones Hall, at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $3.00 for students and $4.00 for general public, faculty
and staff. For reservations call the box office at 756-3329.

Two for Price of One
By Elizabeth Elliott

Are you sick and tired of paying
Dragon Queen at the Roxy, or Melvin
and Howard at the Temple? Check
four dollars to see a movie? Well
here's your chance to see a current
local papers or call the box office to
find out what is playing.
film for half price: Galaxy Theaters
This offer is open to all high
is offering a Wednesday night stuschool and college students. all you
dent film series in Tacoma.
There are five theaters parhave to do is present your student ID
ticipating. This week you could have
at the door. The discount is not apseen Return of the Secaucus Seven at
plicable to special attractions. At
the Narrows, Dogs of War at the only $2 each, two can go as cheaply
as one, so grab a friend and take
Parkland, or The Incredible Shrinking
Woman at the Rialto. How about your next study break with the stars!
Charlie Chan and the Curse of the

181

ITTIFEDERAL ELECTRIC CORP. HAS OPENINGS
FOR PROGRAMMERS, ANALYSTS...SENIORS
AND RECENT GRADUATES, HAVE YOU CONSIDERED WORKING IN THE SPACE AGE
TECHNOLOGY? JOIN ITTIFEDERAL ELECTRIC
CORP. IN PROVIDING PROGRAM TO SUPPORT
TO THE:
SHUTTLE LAUNCHES
MISSILE X DEVELOPMENT
MINUTEMAN TESTING
AERONAUTICAL PROGRAMS
SATELLITE PROGRAMS

Friday evening
February 27
at Crystal Mountain
Food
Band
II Special Discounts for
Ski Lift Tickets
Fun with friends in the
SNOW!!

AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA INTERVIEWS FEBRUARY 27, 1981.
Tickets $3.00 w/ ASUPS I.D .
[You must provide own transportation or buy bus tickets at
info booth.

AN ASUPS SPECIAL EVENTS PRESENTATION

•

B.S. Degree in Math, Physics or Computer Science desired
plus zero to two year of experience. Knowledge of FORTRAN and Assembly Language preferred. Desire to participate in on-line interactive development environment.
Two years of experience in related field may be substitute
for each year of college not completed.
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TAG's "Light Up the Sky" Fizzle!
By Paul Grondahl

Light Up The Sky is the title of the Moss Hart comedy winding up its
run at the Tacoma Actors Guild. Try as it does to create the beaming
quality of the title, only moments of the TAG production shine.
Overall, it is like the flicking of a bunch of empty Bics.
The verbose spoof of eccentric theatre people on the night of their
Broadway opening subsists on the tenuous one-liner and blatant comedic devices. It those don't go over, there is little else of substance
(and precious little pace or action) to support it. In such an instance,
the play is three hours of tedious lampoon and it dies a slow, painful
death. The TAG version, directed by Ted D'Arms, didn't exactly die
last Wednesday night, but it certainly was gasping for broath. This is a
series of character sketches. It doesn't overly concern u' what the circumstances of Light Up The Sky are. Everything is 21ayed for the
laugh, at least in D'Arms's interpretation. There are few subtleties,
shades of levels or variance of pace in the broad caricatures. The production hits you like a Panzer, doing 80 — not slyly coaxing, but like
blatantly holding up "LAUGH" cue cards. The laughs that result are infrequent and tentative.
Zoaunne Le Roy as Stella Livingston, and Anne O'Connell in the role
of Frances Black, are a dynamic duo of fine actresses who overcome
the play's and directing deficencies to create some genuine radiance.
LeRoy, the leading lady's vodka-fortified mother, lets fly her biting sarcasm with wonderfully underplayed, deadpan perfection. O'Connell
adds fine-tuned detail to her portrayal of the volatile, but schmaltizie,
producer's wife. When the two are on stage mulling over this opening
night flop or slogging it out over their ongoing gin rummy game, interesting and polished theatre is taking place.
The rest of the cast are adequate, but lack the ingredient of fullness
and rarely transcend one-dimensional characters in their coarsely
stereotypical interpretations. William Douglas Smith is the
melodramatic, eccentric director; Corky Dexter is the collected, observant guest; James Brousseau is the fledgling playwright; Arthur Cahn is
the ringleading producer; and Cheri Sorenson is the contrived leading
lady.
The lives of these theatre people are supposed to be seen as a petty
facade and their strangeness unique and entertaining. The TAG production only hints at what is behind this eclectic lot, giving us only a
remote, outsider's perspective on the situation.
Karen Gjelsteen designed the set and Ron Erickson was responsible
for the costumes. Both are appropriately showy and false
Light Up The Sky continues at TAG through Feb. 22. Ticket information at 272-2145.

Cheri Sorenson and Wiliam Douglas Smith in 'Light Up the Sky"

•

Sponsors Concert Sigma Alpha Iota
A Local Composers' Concert will
be presented in Jacobsen Recital
Hall at 8:00 pm on Saturday,
Febraury 21. The concert is sponsored by the U.P.S. chapter of Sigma
Alpha Iota, an international
women's music fraternity.
Six composers from the Tacoma
area will have their works performed
by U.P.S. faculty and students. The
program will open with "Rhapsody:
Awakening of the Sleeping Giant"
by Toni Mineo. This was the official
theme music of the 1962 Seattle
World's Fair. Ms. Mineo commented
that it was written with Mt. Rainer in
mind, but its title is particularly appropriate since the Mt. St. Helens
eruptions. Two U.P.S. student
pianists, Dirk Damonte and Carol
Nilsen, will perform this work.
"

7, /

/

Two compositions were donated
by members of the U.P.S. faculty.
"Three Paragraphs for Flute and
Piano" will be performed by U.P.S.
alumni Traci Cozort and pianist
Diana Walker-Pugsley. This was written by Lawrence Ebert, a very active
U.P.S. composer whose works are
now becoming known to Tacoma audiences. Geoffrey Block, a new
member of the School of Music
faculty, will be performing his own
composition entitled "Fud Rag."
U.P.S. musician Duane Karna will
perform a song for baritone written
by Tacoma composer Attilio (Art)
Mineo. Pianist Margaret McKinney,
another U.P.S. music student, will be
performing "Music for a Wedding"
by a fairly new composer in the
Tacoma area, Elsworth James. Leroy
"--
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KUPS TOP TEN
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James Lee Stanley, Midnight Radio
REO Speedwagon, Hi Infidelity
Firefall, Clouds Across the Blues
Weather Report, Night Passage
Native Son, Native Son
Steve Cropper, Playing my Thang
Rupert Holmes, Adventure
Earth, Wind, and Fire, Faces
Joe Sample, Voices in the Rain
Jimmy Buffett, Coconut Telegraph

ti
ti

/

Ostransky, former U.P.S. Professor,
has contributed "Sonata for Cello."
This demanding virtuoso piece will
be played by Pamela Roberts, a
member of the U.P.S. music faculty
and principal cellist for the Tacoma
Symphony.
There will be an admission charge
of $3.00 general admission and $1.00

for students and senior citizens.
Tickets are available at the music office, the info booth and at the door
The proceeds will go to the Sigma
Alpha Iota scholarship fund and to
finance future musical projects.

The Expeditionary 7

WATCH
FOR
SPRING
DISCOUNTS

WIN A WEEKEND
FOR TWO
*CONTEST*

A-FRAME BY
TENNIS COURTS
x3403

STOP BY AND FILL OUT
AN ENTRY FORM TO WIN THE
USE OF EQUIPMENT

S
ti

RENT-FREE
FOR A WEEKEND FOR TWO

CONTEST ENDS FEB 28,

S
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WATCH
FOR
OPEN
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Dance Company
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Registration Blues. . .

Childlike Spontaneity
Replaces Skill
By Crystal Wagley
whatever came to mind.
All expectations aside, there were
some rather entertaining moments
which brought reactions from the
audience. At times, the dancers'
playful romping about became yen,
humorous, drawing anything frorr
muffled giggles to explosions of
laughter from the audience.
The dancers took turns soloing,
and eventually combined their efforts to improvise a wide range of
movements. They created extra interest by using props. The first half
of the performance found them incorporating stools and umbrellas in'to their dance, finishing with a
plastic tarp parade (you had to see it
to believe it). The audience applauded enthusiastically, finding inspiration in the creative playfulness of
such a moment.
The second half found the
dancers clothed in colorful garb,
which they tangled and twisted
about themselves, eventually
trading costumes several times. The
finale included styrofoam snow falling onto the stage floor. The dancers
looked like small children once
again as they ran, kicked, and thrashed about in the scattered whiteness.
With improvisational dancers, it
seemed up to each member of the
audience to improvise his or her own
interpretation of the performance as
well. During a movement, a spectator could have seen anything from
a robot, to a seesaw, or even a bird.
The two musicians located
themselves at the two corners
upstage, occasionally leaving their
positions to wander among the
dancers.
The audience responded with
gracious applause. Even if the performance lacked outstanding skill
and talent, it did leave the audience
silently rejoicing for the excitement
of spontaneous moments...those
which we have almost lost to the
social conventions of today's society

On February 12, the Inside
Theater was packed full of anxious
spectators, all awaiting a night of
"improvised music and modern
dance" by the American Contemporary Dance Company of Seattle.
The first ten minutes of the performance found the audience more
than a little surprised. However,
after they finally realized what was
actually in store for them, it was
easier to sit back and experience
what the Company had to offer. If
the audience arrived expecting a
very "cultural experience," they
were probably disappointed. At its
best, the performance seemed to
leave some a little inspired and
somewhat entertained.
The Company is comprised of a
dance quartet and two musicians.
The two very tall and slender young
men were Jacques Duringer and
Robert Davidson. Patricia Van
Hemelryck and Kris Wheeler were
their two petite female counterparts.
James Knapp played trumpet, accompanied by Eric Jensen on cello
and electronics. ACDC's Artistic
Director and founder, Joan Skinner,
developed the group's dance form.
This particular "dancing" very
closely resembled the uninhibited
and innocently imaginative frolic
often displayed by young children.
The performers failed to exhibit
much of the skill and gracefulness
which usually characterizes accomplished dancers.That was the
biggest surprise. Except for a few
high leaps and a fair amount of agility, it was hard to tell that these performers had undergone much training or background at all. During intermission, members of the audience could be heard exclaiming
with a chuckle that they "could probably do that too...maybe even better." The art to this "improvisational
dance" seemed to be more of a mental process than a physical one—the
ability to banish all restraining inhibitions that might prevent the individual from doing exactly

I These students were lucky. During the addldrop period, some
students had to wait in two lines of thirty to forty people each,
I one for registration and one for an okay from the cashier. Many
complained that there should have been a separate line for
I
monetary transactions in the Cashier's office.
I
Photo bj Dave Frankel.
l

Broaden Your Horizons
The February monthly meeting of
New Horizons for Learning, on
February 26 from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Lincoln High School Auditorium,
will feature Gary D'Angelo speaking
on "Communicating With Impact."
D'Angelo is author of Together,
Communicating Interpersonally, and
head of a nation-wide communications consulting firm. While a professor at the University of
Washington he won the Outstanding
Teacher Award. Admission for nonmembers is $3. Memberships in New
Horizons for Learning , a resource
network for educators in the Northwest, are available at the door.
In March, Dr. Jean Houston,
Director of the Foundation for Mind
Research in New York, will conduct
two workshops. The first, "New
Ways of Learning," will be presented
at Seattle Pacific University on
March 13 and 14. (Friday evening
from 7 to 10, and Saturday from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m.) A limited number of
scholarships are available to

.

The UPS Speech and Debate Club presents

DEBATERS FROM NEW ZEALAND
versus

DEBATERS FROM OBSCURITY
Tuesday, February 24, 7:00 pm
J acobsen Recital Hall
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students of education. For information call 367-6030. College credit is
offered on an optional basis. The second workshop, on Sunday, March
15, will be a unique one-day
workshop on "Myth and Creativity,"
and will be held at The Bush School
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Dr. Houston, a world-famous personality, philosopher, educator, and
behavioral scientist, has given over
1,000 seminars and workshops in the
U.S. and Europe, and has helped
establish over 70 teaching/learning
communities in different parts of the
world. She chaired the 1979 symposium for leading U.S. government
policy-makers, "The Possible Society: An Exploration of Practical
Policy Alternatives for the Decade
Ahead."
The workshops are each $35 for
members and $45 for non-members.
Registration is limited, and the
deadline is Monday March 2. You
may register by mail to NHFL, 4943
Stanford N.E., Seattle 98105, or call
367-6030.
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Noted
Cellist
Visits
Campus
By John Bain
For those students who have not
made their semi-annual visit to
Kilworth Chapel, the Cultural Events
Committee will be happy to provide
an excuse for each and every one of
you. Jennifer Langham, noted cellist
and presently an affiliate faculty
member at New York State University in Purchase, will be appearing in
Kilworth on Thursday, February 19,
at 8 pm. Among numerous other accomplishments, some of her more
noteworthy achievements include:
an appearance at the White House
for President John F. Kennedy, two
albums for BASF, and numerous
tours in the United States and
Europe, including a stint as the principal cellist for Scottish Opera and
the Scottish Baroque Ensemble.
Anyone who has ever thrilled to
the warm but authoritative timbre of
the cello will not be disappointed by
the performance of this brilliant

'Scholarships'
RUSSELL BROOKS BUTLER BARBER
SCHOLARSHIP
One or more awards totaling approximately $2,000 will be made for the
1981-82 academic year to an
undergraduate student. Students do
not need to major in Communications and Theatre Arts, but must
demonstrate Involvement in the
field through academic interests or
through extracurricular activities in
forensics or theatre. Deadline is
March 16

TRUSTEE AND UNIVERSITY
SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarship based on academic
achievement are available to
undergraduate students not currently receiving Trustee Scholarships.
Deadline is March 2.

MARCH OF DIMES HEALTH
CAREER AWARD-PIERCE COUNTY
Students studying Occupational or
Physical Therapy may apply for
these Health Career Awards. Current
sophomores planning two years of
DELTA DELTA DELTA SCHOLAR- graduate study in social work may
SHIP
also apply. Deadline is March 15.
One $300 Scholarship will be awarded to an undergraduate woman. AMERICAN COUNCIL OF INDEPENDeadline is March 4.
DENT LABORATORIES AWARD
The Womens Auxiliary of the ACIL
PREMINISTERIALIMISSIONARY offers $500 Scholarships to women
SCHOLARSHIPS
majoring in any of the physical
As many as five awards ranging from sciences (Physics, Chemistry,
$500 to $2,000 will be awarded to Engineering, Geology or Biology).
undergraduate students planning The candidate should be a woman in
ministerial or missionary careers. her junior year or a graduate stuApplications are encouraged from dent. Deadline is March 15.
students with a strong interest in exploring religious careers as well as ASSOCIATED GROCERS AWARD
those already committed to this Students who have an outstanding
career choice. Selection criteria will school and community record and
include committment to ministerial, an interest in evaluating the food inmissionary careers and academic dustry as a career opportunity may
achievement. For other than the apply. UPS will offer one $1,000
minimum award of $500, students award to an undergraduate student.
should submit the Financial Aid Criteria will include academic
Form by March I. Application achievement and leadership potenDeadline is April I.
tial. Deadline is March I.
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
SCHOLARSHIPS
The Seattle Professional Chapter of
Women in Communications is offering scholarships to women who will
be juniors or seniors in 1981-82 and
who are majoring in communications. Deadline is March 10.

SLATER AWARD
One award of $1,500 will be made to
an undergraduate student to
recognize the ability of the student
to do outstanding work in any area
of the University. Deadline for
departmental recommendations is
April 15.
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Workshops
Aid
Employment
Seekers
The personnel offices from both
Pierce County Ind the City of
Tacoma will be holding an all-day
series of employment information
workshops on Friday, February 27,
1981. The purpose of the workshops
will be to give persons interested in
county or city employment an overview of the selection process for
both departments and insure that an
applicant presents his or her
qualifications in the most effective
manner.
There will be eight such
workshops held on Friday the 27th—
all lasting one hour each. Workshops
are scheduled for 8:00 a.m., 9:00,
10:00, 11:00, 1:00 p.m., 2:00, 3:00 and
4:00. There will be a limit of 20 applicants per workshop, so applicants
need to sign up in advance.
To sign up call either the County
Personnel Office at 593-4460, or the
City of Tacoma Personnel Office at
593-4250.

Nooks tort
Photofinishing Specials
Be sure to check out all our other
great Presidents' Day bargains

Black and white
From any negative
original

Offer Expires,:
One Coupon PO , Custom..
Reueerhathe Cash Value 120 if One G ee ,

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

SUPER VALUE COUPON

11 x 14 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT

111(14 FRAMED COLOR
ENLARGEMENT

Or 11.11
From your favorite slide or
C.41 process negative
One size slide or negative only

From your favorite slide or
C - 41 process negative
With beautif ul decorator frame
for home or office
One size slide or neoal ■ ve only

5.49

O1372
fl Limit 3
NW Expo*. 2 —27 Ono Coupon Pot Cue onyx
%doom.. Cosh v

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

$3.99
P.52

Often Expkos

U nlit 3

2- -Z 7-8

On• Coupon Per Customer
Redeemable Cash Value lag of One Cent

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

[-ports
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Loggers Pounce on
the Wildcats
9y Jeff Crane

After dropping two out of their
last six and falling from third in the
nation to 11th, the University of
Puget Sound Logger basketball team
found themselves in a must-win position last Saturday when they faced
the Wildcats from Central
Washington. What made it tougher
was that the Loggers had lost three
in a row at home against Central. But
not this time, as in front of 3200 fans
the Loggers avenged an earlier home
loss to the Wildcats by swamping
the Ellensburg squad, 88-65.
Led by Eric Brewe and Joe
Leonard's 17 points each, the Loggers retaliated for a 70-60 loss
December 30 in the finale of the
TAC-UPS Holiday Classic. The
triumph left the UPS team with a
18-4 record and sent the Wildcats
home with a 16-10 slate.
In a loosely played first half, the
Loggers had trouble handling the
ball but thanks to solid board play
UPS controlled the game. They
outrebounded the Wildcats 41-31 for
the game. After the Loggers broke
away from a 12-12 deadlock with a
16-4 scoring spurt, the closest the
Central five got to the Loggers was a
scary 60-52 with but six minutes to
go in the game.
The Loggers brought a 35-24 lead
into the locker room and when they
came out for the second half put on
a 10-2 scoring rampage to take a
quick 45-26 lead. In that sprint,
Little-All American Leonard grabbed
his 1000th career rebound. He finished the game with 15 boards to bring
his total to a UPS record 1003.
Another highlight of the game was
the reemergence of Tim Taylor's
shooting. Coming off of injuries
plaguing his performances, Taylor

shot 6-11 from the floor, most from
about Tacoma's waterfront. With
the opponents keying on Brewe,
Todd Burton, and Leonard
underneath, the offense had been
stymied without any outside
shooting. Now, with Taylor's shot
beginning to fall again the Logger offense regained their needed outside
punch.
Another factor that gave the Loggers the edge Saturday night was
their foul-shooting. The Loggers shot
24 out of 31 from the line, outscoring Central by 11 from the stripe.
Central shot 13-24 on the line. John
Pariseau showed his touch from the
line as he hit 6-6 and, as usual, Brewe
seemed to be living at the line, hitting 9-12. Brewe now has shot an incredible 153 free throws, sinking
115. The next closest teammate is
Burton, who has shot 63. The UPS
free throw percentage for the season
is 74 percent to the opponents' 66
percent.
Though free throws played an important role in the victory, one
aspect of the Logger attack was
equally effective—the fast break.
Pushing it up the court at every opportunity, the Logs simply wore the
visitors out as the depth of the Logger bench showed its fiery head.
With Pariseau scoring 10, Pat Strand
6, and Don Chandler 7, the UPS
bench corps one again showed its
supremacy. With starters Burton and
Taylor adding 8 and 13 respectively,
the Logger offense was above par.
Their offense averages 84.3 points
per game. The tough Log defense
has kept opponents down to an
average of 64 a game.
As the season winds to a close, the
UPS team realizes after losses to

Tonight for the Most of Cheers
It's the WEST END
For the Cheapest Beers!
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Eastern Washington and Eastern
Montana, both in their playoff
region, that every game is crucial. If
they lose one more game, probability of playoffs is close to zip. This
Saturday's home game with Eastern
Montana game of the year. Going in-

to this rematch, the Montanans won
the last game in Montana 62-55, the
Loggers are ranked 11th in the nation and EMC is ranked 19th. This
could be the deciding game for the
regional berth
.

Ski Team Headed for Nats
By Michael McLeod and David C. Smith

The men's ski team has managed to dominate the Pacific Northwest
this past season, with amazing post-midseason first place sweeps at
the British Columbia, Huskie, and Lewis and Clark Invitationals, plus
second place overall at the University of Oregon and PLU Invitationals. Neal Fuller, Peter Boies, Frank Lovering, and John Thorne
have consistently placed in the top five in each of their events, while
Mike McLeod has gained several firsts in his best season ever. Craig
Smith and Dan Johnson have dominated cross country events, with
help from Pete Cannon and Steve Thorne.
The women's ski team has also done superbly, placing second at
PLU and UBC, and third at Oregon, UW, and Lewis and Clark. The
team consists of Cindy Finnegan, Jenny Blome, and three freshmen:
Dawn Meckem, Lael Engstrom, and Abby Holman. Jenny Cameron
and Lorraine Hingston have also contributed greatly, along with Nina
Mitchell in cross country.
Next week, the Loggers will be travelling to White Pass for the
Northwest Collegiate Ski Conference Championships, from February
22-24. The next step for the men's team will be the National Collegiate
Ski Association Championship at Lake Placid, New York, from March
4-8. Considering last year's second place and 1977's third standing at
the national competition, the Loggers are favored to do as well or better next month. In addition, coaching from Team Captains McLeod
and Finnegan, and from Director Jerry Schwartz, may insure a
sweepstakes trophy.

Schooners $.35 Large Pitchers $2.00
Weekly:
Monday Nights
$.25 Hot Dogs
Tuesday Nights
Free Pretzels
Friday Nights
Free Popcorn
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Logger Joe Leonard sinks another in victory against Central last Saturday. Late score: the Loggers scoured SPU 125-74 Tuesday night.
Staff photo by Greg Bulkley.

Winterim B-Ball Ends
The Winterim basketball Tournament concluded on January 28th
with the Bandits, the Zoo, Sigma Nu,
and Regester as the lone survivors.
The Bandits, winners of the A division, pulled off a strong 48-32 victory over Emulak in the final, to earn
themselves championship honors.
While, the Zoo edged out a 53-49
win over Joint Dysfunction, to hold
on to the top position in the B division. In the smaller C division, the
Sigma Nu team held off the Choirboys in a close, defensive game

33-30, for the top spot in that division.
Over in the Women's division the
Regester gals proved to be just too
much for the Bad News B's. Regester
routed the B's 41-2, making them
champs of the women's division.
There was an added twist to this
year's finals, they were all (excluding
the women's final) full-court finals.
This offered a chance for the teams
to open up their games and play
some exciting end-to-end basketball.
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Women's Team

Four Varsity Records
Set Against SFU
The Women's swim team ended
their most successful dual meet
season with a first time victory over
Simon Fraser 82-58. The win left the
lady Loggers with a record of 8-4,
marking their third consecutive winning season. The meet was
highlighted by four varsity records:
Karen Jost — 100 Back, Liz Vandervalk — 50 Free, Kathy Knutson — 100
Fly, and Kitsy Lee — 200 Free. During
the season, varsity records were
established in 16 of the 24 dual meet
events.

The next meet for the women is
the Regional Championships at WSU
on February 24-26. The Loggers hope
to improve upon last year's seventh
place finish and to add to the current list of national qualifiers: Liz
Vandervalk, Karen Jost, Kitsy Lee,
Kathy Knutson, Sandy McVittie,
Laura Loomis, Pati McEuen, and
Debbie Ehlert. The National Championships will be held March 12-14 in
Marquette, Michigan. However, the
women still need to raise an additional $5,000 to attend.
Lyle Nalli wins free style distance event

Men's Team

Photos by Dave Anderson
Text by Mike Woerner

Swanson Shatters Records
as Loggers Roll
In men's action UPS destroyed
Simon Fraser 76-36 to end the season
with a 10-I record. The win established UPS as the number one small college swim team in the Northwest.
The historical first-ever victory over
SFU was highlighted by Vic Swanson's two varsity records as the Loggers rolled to victory in all but one
swimming event. Simon Fraser

Swimmers start off another tiring free style distance event

PETE'S FOREIGN AUTO REP A
WE'VE MOVED!

TO SERVE YOU BETTER

.

ASK ABOUT OUR TUNE-UP SPECIAL
EXCELLENT SERVICE
AT A FAIR PRICE

FOR YOUR MAKE OF
4

1222 SOUTH SPRAGUE
BY PECK FIELD
572-3768
MERCEDES BMW

FOREIGN CAR
FREE RIDE BACK TO CAMPUS
JAGUAR AUSTIN PEUGOT

PORSCHE OPE L MG VW TO YO TA
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Bombs away! UPS diver plummets head first
in recent swim meet.

managed to earn only 20 points in
the swimming comOttition to go
with their 16 in the diving. The Loggers also defeated Division One foes
Oregon and Idaho with the UW
Huskies dealing the swimmers their
sole loss. Coach Don Duncan commented, "It was a season that will
not soon be forgotten."

THE COMBAT ZONE
Campus Gestapo Has Hands Full
Tuesday, February 10, 6:30 pm — Security personnel surrounded the Student Union
Building when they received a call complaining that a young female "had forcibly compelled UPS students to leave the Trail office,"
and that a "suspiciously rank odor" emanated
from the room. Six members of the Security
forces bravely swarmed the office, successfully captured the culprit, and quickly handcuffed her. The suspect was Jessica Jo Martin,
three-year-old daughter of Co-Editor Lisa Martin. Jessica had messed her diapers and was
booked accordingly.
Wednesday, February 11, 7:30 pm —Three
males (young, tall, dark, handsome) were
reported to have exposed themselves to three
females who were on their way to the library.
Wednesday, February 11, 7:32 pm
Three
females (young, tall, dark, gorgeous) were
reported to have exposed themselves to three
males who were on their way to the library.
—

Wednesday, February 11, 7:34 pm
mind.

—

Never

Psychology
Thursday, February 12, 2:00 pm
Professor Ernest Graham was apprehended
after he was discovered in the act of beating
colleague Barry Anton to a bloody pulp,
screaming "Freud is a fraud!" Interrogation
—

by Security officials revealed that Graham's
wrath was caused by Anton's resemblance to
Graham's father. Investigation is pending.
Thursday, February 12, 3:00 pm
A student
complained that Physical Therapy Professor
Suzanne Olsen had "forcibly massaged" him
after class earlier that day. Ms. Olsen was apprehended and the case was turned over to
the Tacoma authorities.
—

Wednesday, February 13, 8:30 pm
Security
personnel rushed to the Student Union
Building when they heard ghastly, un-human
shrieks from that direction. The noice
originated in the KUPS radio station, where
Tobey Fitch, •vho recently returned from a
world trip to switch management positions
with R.E. Clenton Richardson the Third, was
found kneeling over the remainder of the
year's budget, screaming at Richardson, "You
spent all my money!" No charges were pressed.
—

Monday, February 16, 9:45 pm
Security
forces were requested in Howarth Hall when
it was discovered that every rat in the
Psychology Department's laboratory had
escaped. Secretary Mrs. Wild refused to
come down from the file cabinet atop which
she perched. Horrid screams were heard from
upstairs, where Biology Professor Bev Piersen,

Editor's Comment
For the past few months, the Editors of the
Combat Zone have admittedly, been picking
on Ronald Reagan, the Moral Majority, and
anything Republican. Thus, we received a request from a special friend of ours, who asks
that we not do so anymore — it isn't fair.
We can only agree that this is a reasonable
demand. It is obvious to anyone that a fascist
state under Falwell, the breaking of the campaign promise to lock the national debt ceiling, the neglect of the starving poor of our ailing cities, and the imminence of World War III
all are trivial matters. Thus, the reader will not
find Reagan, Falwell, or Haig mentioned
anywhere in today's Zone.

—

who happened to venture in the building, was
found screaching, "Eeeek! A Rattus
norvegius!" Security personnel corrected her
(it was in fact a Rattus rattus alexandrius) and
promptly smashed the little bugger to death.
Psychology Professor Steve Gilmour then attacked one of the Security personnel, clubbing him over the head and yelling repeatedly, "You beast!" Gilmour was clubbed in
return and apprehended.
The search for the rats was complicated
when it was realized that most of them had
escaped to the SUB kitchen, where it was impossible to differentiate the laboratory rats
from the resident rats. However, Food Services Director Dick Grimwood solved the problem by grabbing a pitchfork and tossing the
rodents into that evening's stew
.

Tuesday, February 17, 10:30 pm
Security
received a call for help from the Gamma Phi
House, where a peeping torn had been spotted. University Dean Tom Davis was approached by Security employees and turned
over to the swaggering Tacoma police.
—

Wednesday, February 18, 1:00 am
A call
came from the President's Home complaining
that several students were covering the yard
with polka-dotted toilet paper. In response,
all available Security employees were called
in to help.
—

"Always be ready to speak your mind
and Doug Goodman will avoid you."
—Ernest Combs, 1981

Censorship Abounds
In a recent rash of censorship, President Anwar
Phibbs 11111
11111•
by banning the use of
Collins Library.
Among those banned were Huckle

■

■■■

Remus, usual
in the Rye,
1=,
Mores, Daffy Duck's The Joy ofd, Mickey".
Kopay Story.
Mk and The
In response to questions by Zone reporters,
King Phibbs responded "

[Paid Advertisement]

SURROGATE TRUSTEES SOUGHT
Are you interested in being a surrogate trustee? We are
seeking healthy able persons who would be willing to be injected with an artificial lust for Phil Phibbs, contradictory
policy making, Gwen Phibbs, a non-sensical philosophy of
education, bt.mties, semi-annual meetings where nothing is
accomplished, and football. Persons with any sense of
responsiblity or any form of morality are asked not to apply in order to avoid psychological harassment and legal
conflicts. Any nterested persons should apply to: Phibbs
and Bauer, 1500 North Warner, University of Puget Sound,
a Division of :ones Clones, Inc.

. So my actions are entirely
justified."
In another controversial decision, the Board
of decided that English Elms could
no longer use adjectives, particularly
and amEMI. Being that the Zone
editors are close friends of several English-mins, we would like to tell the Trustees to
The "Combat. Zone" is intended as a satirical
work and has, as such been set off from the rest
of this newspaper. Any resemblance to any
person, place or other entity, with or without
satirical intent, is strictly coincidental.

